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Dear VisiQuick user, 

Today we have released a new release of VisiQuick, version 4.7.2. This release contains some corrections 

to the earlier 4.7.0 version. Through this letter, we would like to inform you about these corrections. 
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Prior to installation 
If you work or are going to work with Second Opinion, it is of utmost importance with this update that 

all VisiQuick installations and any replication client are all updated to VisiQuick version 4.7.X at the same 

time. So you cannot work with different VisiQuick versions interchangeably! 

This only applies when you use or are going to use Second Opinion. 

 

The mentioned replication client is used on to synchronise multiple database with each other. If Second 

Opinion is used at 1 location, all locations will need to be updated to version 4.7.X. Therefore, if there 

are multiple practice location that are connected to each other, all these practice locations must also 

be updated before you can start using Second Opinion.  

Desired upgrade order is first the replication servers, then the 

replication client and finally the VisiQuick application itself on all 

workstations. 

If you are in doubt whether you are using replication, check this 

via menu Help - Licence.  

Corrections in this version 
- CT link with Kodak/ Carestream fixed. 

- Problem with CT link with Vatech fixed 

- Fixed an issue with I-Dixel not accepting empty first and last names. The first and last name is 

now replaced with a placeholder if they are empty. 

- Correction in the Replication server installation procedure. 

- When forwarding multiple images simultaneously to Second Opinion, sometimes only the first 

image returned a usable result. 

- Automatic forwarding of images sends only new images by default. (Adjustable). 

- When a image is forwarded to Second Opinion, orientation (rotate/mirror) operations on the 

image can temporarily not be performed from the other workstations until the result is 

returned from Second Opinion. 

- The moment an image is forwarded to Second Opinion, the sending workstation creates a lock 

regarding the above-mentioned adjustments on the image which is only released once the 

result is back or another workstation takes over. 
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- Second Opinion has modified on their side that all existing VisiQuick customers can still 

manually resubmit old photos via the integrated link if desired. 

- An issue with authorisation when switching from external link to integrated link has been 

addressed on Second Opinion's side.  
 

Use of replication and VisiQuick 4.7.X 
As mentioned earlier, when using version 4.7.X, all VisiQuick installations as well as the replication client 

and server should be updated to this version. 

Failure to do so will overwrite all Second Opinion results stored in VisiQuick when opening a patient 

in an older VisiQuick version and/or processing by an older Replication client. 

An older Replication server in combination with a 4.7.X replication Client will give the error message 

"Function GetDbInfo not implemented" and no longer function.  

Unfortunately, this cannot be overcome because the older version is simply not yet aware of the 

existence of this new function. 

The update procedure should be completed in the following order: 

1) Update all replication server service installations 

2) Update the replication client installation 

3) Update all VisiQuick installations using any of the databases to be replicated or received. (In case of 

multiple locations, i.e. at ALL locations). 
 

If in any doubt, contact your ICT manager, your VisiQuick distributor or the VisiQuick helpdesk! 
 

Use of Second Opinion 
You can now use Second Opinion fully integrated into VisiQuick. We informed you about this in our 

previous newsletter. 

When using Second Opinion integrated with VisiQuick, you can choose to send all new photos to Second 

Opinion automatically, or manually for each photo. 

When you send a photo to Second Opinion, please note that you should not close VisiQuick completely 

on that workstation until you get results back from Second Opinion.  

Normally, this is not a problem because VisiQuick actually always remains open in the background when 

you switch to your administration package and continue treating the next patient. 

However, if you have fewer VisiQuick licences than the number of workstations on which you use 

VisiQuick, you may well consciously close VisiQuick after taking a picture. 

At that moment, the application with Second Opinion stops on that workstation. It only resumes when 

this patient is opened again at that workstation or when the assignment is taken over at another 

workstation. 

If you are used to always closing VisiQuick on the acquisition PC, consider not activating automatic 

forwarding of the image to Second Opinion, or remember to always deliberately take over the Second 

Opinion request in the room by pressing the [Analyse] button.  
 

For more information on how to use Second Opinion, please refer to the previous Update letter and 

integration guide: 

VisiQuick Newsletter 4.7.0.pdf 

Visiquick integration Second Opinion.pdf 

https://downloads.citodent.com/pub/VisiQuick/Nieuwsbrieven/VQ%20Update%204.7.0%20EN.pdf
https://downloads.citodent.com/pub/VisiQuick/Latest/Manuals/Visiquick%20integration%20Second%20Opinion.pdf

